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Abstract An off-line auditory pronoun disambiguation task was carried out using sentences with ambiguous pronouns as stimuli. Participants heard sentences of the form John saw Jeff and Stephen called him, where the pronoun him could refer either to John or to Jeff, because both of the names and the pronoun have the same gender. Furthermore, prosody was manipulated in conjunction with anaphor resolution. Participants heard sentences in which either the subject of the second clause, Stephen, or the pronoun, him, were accented, or there was no accent at all. Furthermore, the sentences were related in different ways. Following the coherence relations proposed by Kehler (2002), some sentences were related such that aspects of the first sentence paralleled the aspects those of the second sentence (parallel relation), and other sentences were related such that the first sentence resulted in the actions of the second sentence (result relation). The findings suggest that coherence relations were good predictors of pronoun reference. Additionally, accented pronouns changed the referent in parallel related sentences, but not in result related sentences. This shows that there is an interaction between the coherence relation between two clauses and prosody. The results are discussed in relation to several models of ambiguous pronoun resolution, and stress attribution.
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Chapter 1 Introduction The influence of discourse and prosody is highly relevant to the present debates on sentence processing. Fodor (2002) argues that while past research avoided prosody because of technical limitations, now “We can’t escape” from prosody (p.1). In this study, rather than attempt to escape prosody, we embrace it. Moreover, we attempt to bring the psycholinguistic study of anaphor resolution closer to natural language by including discourse factors. The aim of this thesis is to examine the effect that stressed pronouns have on pronoun resolution, and attempt to discover which of the factors that have been suggested in the literature are most important. To this end, we examine recent empirical and theoretical research on the topic and discuss the predictions that these various proposals make. In order to understand these proposals, some preliminary definitions are necessary. An anaphor is a word that refers to something that was mentioned previously in the tex. A specific example of this is a pronoun, such as he or she. The word it refers to is usually an NP (Gordon & Hendrick, 1998, 1999). The concept that the pronoun refers to is its antecedent or referent. When there are several entities that a pronoun may refer to in discourse, the pronoun is said to be ambiguous. Pronoun ambiguity has been studied in psycholinguistics since at least the late seventies (Caramazza, Grober, Garvey, & Yates, 1977). The explanations of pronoun resolution and the lively debates that resulted between their supporters and detractors span nearly the whole of the traditional linguistic subdisciplines: morphology, syntax (Crawley, Stevenson, & Kleinman, 1990; Smyth, 1994), semantics (Caramazza et al., 1977), and discourse (Gordon, Grosz, & Gilliom, 1993; Kehler, 1
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Kertz, Rohde, & Elman, 2008). The theories discussed in the psycholinguistic literature are presented in Chapter 2. While there is no work that we are aware of that studies pronoun resolution and prosody empirically, there have certainly been theoretical accounts — accounts whose explanatory power we hope to test and exploit. Of late, accounts have been of the optimality theoretic flavour, therefore, we give a brief explanation of optimality theory. Optimality theory is of interest to the present discussion, because it easily incorporates multiple perspectives into a coherent whole. Our discussion of theoretical approaches continues with an account of several recent studies. These studies are of particular pertinence to the discussion at hand because they make specific testable predictions of accent distribution. In particular, we describe accounts by Schwarzschild (1999), who explains pronoun antecedent choice with givenness, and Beaver (2004), who explains it with centering theory. We then examine the work by Kehler and colleagues (2005; 2008), which give a modified version of Schwarzschild’s account, integrating coherence relations with Schwarzschild’s analysis. Because these theories draw on concepts familiar to empirical researchers (i.e., givenness, centering, see Gordon & Hendrick, 1999; Gordon et al., 1993; Zimmer & Engelkamp, 1981), any findings relevant to the theoretical debates are also applicable to the empirical debates. Theoretical accounts of pronoun resolution and intonation are discussed in Chapter 3. In order to test the predominant theories of ambiguous pronoun resolution, we executed an auditory pronoun disambiguation experiment, where we presented participants with two-clause sentences (0). In the second clause, there was an ambiguous object pronoun which they were asked to disambiguate using a -3 – +3 likert scale. This scale indicated referent preference and certainty. The sentences used differed based on intonation and coherence relations. The details of this experiment are related in Chapter 4. The experiment in Chapter 4 is the centrepiece of this work. The sentences investigated in the experiment investigated took the form of two conjoined clauses, each with two NPs, one before the verb and one after (1).



(1)



John1 saw Jeff2 and Stephen called him1,2 NP1 VP NP2 and NP3 VP Pro1,2
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There were two proper names in the first clause with the same gender (NP1 and NP2 ). In the second clause, there was one further proper name (NP3 ), and a pronoun (Pro). This pronoun is said to be ambiguous because it matches both NP1 and NP2 morphologically. That is, it shares the same gender as NP1 and NP2 ( in (1) above NP1 , NP2 and Pro all have masculine gender). The sentences were further varied for intonation, such that either NP3 or Pro were phonologically accented, or there was no accent. In Chapter 5 we conclude by detailing which of the theories best predicted the referent of the pronouns in the sentences (1). We then give an account of pronoun disambiguation that draws on coherence relations, prosody and syntax.



Chapter 2 Approaches to pronoun resolution in written language First and foremost, the purpose of this chapter is to present theories of pronoun resolution with relation to the stimuli we used in our experiment (Chapter 4). Each of the theories presented here represents a specific set of notions about how pronouns are associated with their referent in language. Here they are applied to a specific phenomenon to test the accuracy of their predictions. This test functions either to assert or modify, or discard altogether their general applicability. The phenomenon chosen, as outlined in the introduction, is pronoun attribution in sentences of the form:



(1)



John1 saw Jeff2 and Stephen called him1,2 NP1 VP NP2 and NP3 VP Pro1,2



Where in the second clause either NP3 was accented, Pro, or there was no accent at all1 . Understanding pronoun resolution is of great importance to linguistic theory: it is at the very nexus of world knowledge, linguistic knowledge and discourse structure. Interest in the phenomenon of pronoun resolution has been evidenced by the amount of attention allotted it not just within psycholinguistics, but within numerous linguistic subfields. In addition to psycholinguistics, researchers in computational linguistics, theoretical syntax, morphology and discourse have all made 1



accusative pronouns (e.g. him, her ) were used in the experiment, because it was felt that subject pronouns would more naturally be gapped in speech.
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an effort to explain pronoun attribution. The importance of this issue is underwritten by theories that have been put forth as explanations: Generative syntax, centering theory, optimality theory, and most recently coherence relations. The explanatory power these theories have presented varies greatly, and as with many interesting phenomena there has been more disagreement than consensus. We seek to better understand the interaction of prosody, discourse and ambiguous pronouns. With an eye on this, this chapter gives a historical overview of recent attempts to explain pronoun resolution in psycholinguistics and the theoretical backgrounds that motivate them, culminating in a summary of theories catalogued by subfield and their predictions. This summary aims to provide an overview of the chapter and make the theories easy to reference for comparison with our experimental results in Chapter 4. Within the research we have reviewed, we can distinguish three main approaches to pronoun disambiguation: semantic, syntactic and discourse oriented models. An early attempt to describe pronoun disambiguation took a semantic approach to pronoun disambiguation, looking at the influence of verbal semantics on pronoun interpretation (Caramazza et al., 1977). Two syntactic theories of pronoun attribution have proven influential: Parallel function (Smyth, 1994) and subject assignment (Crawley et al., 1990). These theories have taken syntactic properties of pronouns as important features in the disambiguation process. With time, these two stances were refined and redefined. Many of the studies mentioned here are have been carried out off-line, like the experiment in Chapter 4. One should bear in mind that while off-line results are derivative of on-line performance, they are not one and the same. It could be the case that several of the strategies are at work in on-line comprehension, but that they do not evidence themselves in an off-line rating. Both participants’ final choices and the processes that lead to them are necessary to the understanding of this phenomenon. Other studies have taken a different approach, and examined the effect of discourse on pronoun resolution through centering theory (Gordon & Hendrick, 1998, 1999). Whereas previous studies sought to avoid pragmatic biases (e.g., Smyth, 1994), more recently Kehler and his collaborators have sought to use discourse, in the form of coherence relations, as an explanatory tool in pronoun disambiguation (Kehler et al., 2008; Kehler, 2005; Kertz, Kehler, & Elman, 2006b, 2006a; Rohde, Kehler,
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& Elman, 2006). Overall, the evidence from coherence relations seems to give the most clear-cut results, notwithstanding the possibility that other heuristics are at work at some other than discourse. Below, we present a historically organized overview of the theories, accompanying each with a brief description of points of contention with previous theories and argumentation and experimental results in its favour. Example sentences matching the items used in the experiment are included, illustrating the predictions of each of the theory. This section culminates in a summary of the strategies/heuristics/theories (as they are variously called) classified by linguistic subfield, with predictions and a list of supporting references (§2.6).



2.1



Implicit causality



One proposal much discussed in the literature is implicit causality. This theory holds that implicit causality is a feature of a verb that selects an NP as the antecedent of a pronoun (Garvey, Caramazza, & Yates, 1975). Moreover, they state that the semantics of the verb are “Perhaps dominant” in the selection of an NP, outside of [pragmatic] context (Garvey et al., 1975). Participants were given sentence fragments followed by a blank. Participants wrote continuations to sentences that had the format shown below (2), where both NPs and the pronoun had the same gender, thus making the pronoun ambiguous.



(2)



John admired Bill because he NP1 VP[past] NP2 because Pro



They found that the VP biased participants towards completing the sentence such that either the first NP (NP1)2 or the second NP (NP2) was referred to by the verb. They assumed this quality to stem from the verb “implicitly”, and referred to it as implicit causality. In a sentence completion task they found that a given verb tended to bias participants responses either towards NP1 or NP2. Garvey et al. (1975) suggest that many, although not all NP2 verbs refer to the emotions of the antecedent as one possible explanation, also suggesting “pragmatic 2



Our NP subscript 1, 2, 3 is essentially the same as Garvey et al. (1975)’s notation, except that in this paper we are using a subscript on the pronoun to denote its referent.
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factors”. Applied to (1) above3 , implicit causality predicts that the referent of the pronoun is determined by the implicit causality of the verb in the first sentence. The opacity of the concept of implicit causality is admitted by Garvey et al. (1975) to be problematic (see §2.5.1 for a coherence relations interpretation of the results). Whereas proponents of implicit causality only cautiously attribute it to semantics, the following two theories are quite firmly rooted in syntax.



2.2



Subject assignment/Parallel function



Crawley et al. (1990) catalogue the large number of heuristic strategies that had been proposed: Assigning a pronoun to the topic of a sentence, to a nearer rather than farther referent, and choosing the item most often mentioned. Their study focused on the subject assignment strategy and parallel function strategy. The subject assignment strategy proposes that when interpreting a pronoun, participants chose the subject of the previous phrase as antecedent. The parallel function strategy states that participants will choose the NP of the previous phrase that matches the grammatical role of the pronoun. Therefore, in a sentence such as example (1), p.4, the two hypotheses would be in direct contradiction. Here, the subject assignment strategy predicts that the pronoun will refer to the subject of the sentence (the first constituent, NP1 ) and Parallel function predicts that the pronoun will refer to the NP with the same grammatical role (usually the second NP, NP2 ) or will fail. Crawley et al. (1990) found that there was a bias toward the subject of the preceding noun phrase, thus favouring the subject assignment strategy.



2.3



Extended feature matching hypothesis



However, Smyth’s (1994) response took issue with Crawley et al.’s results, citing the form of the stimuli and the manner in which the two heuristics were examined in particular. Smyth (1994) contends that the majority of the stimuli that had been used in the previous study were not in fact parallel, given that they were 3 Following each subject, we discuss for implications of the theory for sentence (1), because this exemplar takes the same form as the sentences used in the experiment
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not controlled for thematic role or grammatical role parallellism. Moreover, he takes issue with Crawley et al.’s analysis, suggesting that the two strategies were examined as separate entities, whereas Smyth felt that it was possible that both strategies were at work. It is important to note that we are dealing with different kinds of parallellism here. Crawley et al. (1990) use the term to refer to sentences in which the NPs are in the same linear order, whereas Smyth (1994) requires grammatical role parallelism in addition below in (3) we can see the difference between linear order and grammatical role.



(3)



a.



John said Elizabeth shops too much.



b.



John told Elizabeth.



In the first sentence, “Elizabeth” is the subject of a subordinate clause, whereas in the second sentence, “Elizabeth” is the direct object of the main clause. In particular, Smyth postulates the extended feature matching hypothesis, his attempt to combine the explanatory power of parallel function with that of subject assignment, along with other heuristics besides. Smyth suggests that in cases where the grammatical role of one clause4 is not fully syntactically parallel with that of the previous sentence, or does not match morphologically, participants resort to the subject assignment strategy. Smyth’s account, like Crawley et al.’s, essentially seeks to understand pronouns through the lens of syntax, notwithstanding his inclusion of the (morphological) gender and number as factors. For his analysis Smyth follows his forerunners in his use of sentences that have “pragmatically possible antecedents”(p.197), but are “free” of pragmatic biases. More specifically, the experiments Smyth performed indicated that in fully parallel sentences, the referent of a subject pronoun is also a subject. Smyth’s hypothesis derives in part from binding theory, which suggests that pronouns search for an antecedent that shares their features – like grammatical role, gender, or number. According to this feature-matching hypothesis, Smyth suggests that this featurematching process acts by comparing the pronoun with possible antecedents and selecting the antecedent that shares the most features. Some of these features, such as gender and number cannot be violated, whereas others, such as grammatical roles, may be violated. This account is of particular interest in that it 4



Clause and sentence are considered interchangeable with respect to our stimuli.
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attempts to go beyond linguistic explanation, explaining the parallel preference as a form of priming. It is worthwhile to point out that Smyth’s idea of interclause priming and reactivation (a.k.a. syntactic frame recycling Arregui, Clifton Jr., Frazier, & Moulton, 2006) has found support in a number or places outside the domain of pronoun resolution, ranging from on-line response time experiments to neuroimaging (Arregui et al., 2006; Kaan, Wijnen, & Swaab, 2004). The extended feature-matching hypothesis predicts that a pronoun will refer to the NP in the previous clause that shares its grammatical role, otherwise it will refer to the subject of the previous clause. This means that in (1), p.4 if the NP2 is an oblique object5 , but the pronoun is an object, then the pronoun refers to the subject, NP1 . Smyth (1994) and Crawley et al. (1990) both refer to pragmatic biases, although they do not define what precisely these biases might be. Rather, they seem to suggest that bias is something above the sentence level and offer no further commentary, Caramazza et al. (1977) at least attempt to define how pragmatics interacts with pronoun resolution, suggesting a “pragmatic principle”, stating that there is a greater likelihood of emotions being related by the person who experienced them. In this perspective, verbs that describe internal states (e.g. think, believe, feel) cause participants to supply sentence completions such that the pronoun refers to the NP1 ; on the other hand, verbs describing actions, which trigger responses that refer to NP2 (Caramazza et al., 1977). While past research has sought to control what is vaguely referred to as pragmatic influences, some research has sought instead to control them. A slight sidebar is in order here regarding the term pragmatics. It displays all of the problems that can occur terminologically in linguistics. It is used indiscriminately, without definition (or reference to a definition) by a large number of authors. Moreover, pragmatics, when used, is quite often used as a last resort, to appeal to something outside of the “core” linguistic system. The term suffers the same fate in psycholinguistics. Essentially, when authors appeal to pragmatics, it is as an amorphous, functionally opaque entity, somewhere external to or above the sentence level, with great explanatory power. For this reason some terminological vagueness in the present section is regrettably necessary. Here we distinguish two types of pragmatic biases: 5



An example of an oblique object is “James” in “Frank gave Steve a parcel for James” where “Frank” is the subject, “Steve” is the direct object, and “a parcel” is the indirect object.
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discourse structural biases, and world knowledge biases (For a discussion of the term pragmatics see Levinson, 1983).



2.4



Discourse prominence theory



Discourse prominence theory, proposed by Gordon and Hendrick (1999, 1998), aims to provide a description of discourse causes for pronoun resolution. Their prominence-based approach to pronoun resolution found that use of a pronoun was not dependent on domination, but rather on whether the referent had been previously mentioned—this echoes Mel’ˇcuk’s (1988) theoretical treatment of pronouns, which argues that it is not governor-dependent relationships, but rather linear order in the surface-form which counts in pronominalisation (pp.80–81). According to discourse prominence theory, each sentence has a backward-looking centre, and forward-looking centres. The list of forward-looking centres comprises all noun phrases within the sentence, whereas the backward-looking centre, usually a pronoun, refers to an entity from the previous sentence. In our sentence, NP1,2&3 are forward-looking centres, and the pronoun is the backward-looking centre. Their data indeed suggest that pronouns referring to something earlier mentioned, anaphoric, are more easily understood than pronouns referring to something later mentioned, cataphoric. In the results reported, (4a) is judged correct more often than (4b) or (4c): (4)



a.



John’s roommates met him at the shop. .94



b.



John’s roommates met John at the shop. .37



c.



His roommates met John at the shop. .23 Gordon and Hendrick (1999, p. 83)



Sentence (4b) was hypothesized to be more difficult to comprehend because participants interpret the second “John” as a new entity. In other words, the repetition of a name was ambiguous between the forward-looking centre of the previous sentence and a potential new referent. They hold that it is discourse prominence, and not purely syntax, that controls pronoun usage. Importantly, these preferences cannot be explained syntactically because both the repeated name in (4b) and the pronoun in (4c) are within the same clause.
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Rather, both the syntactic focusing structure and pronoun usage are determined by discourse prominence. Gordon and Hendrick (1999) state that in a normal active sentence the subject is the most prominent NP. By dint of this, it is the backward-looking centre (the pronoun) and is most frequently the focused NP. For this reason, subject preference is not necessary as an independent principle, but can be tied to the work on discourse. Discourse prominence theory predicts that in (1) on p.4, NP1 is the focus of a basic active sentence, and should therefore be the referent of the pronoun.



2.5



Coherence relations



One means of describing the relation between two propositions or sentences is the coherence relation approach. These relations attempt to describe the type relationship between two related clauses. These relations have recently been shown to be primary to pronoun interpretation, suggesting that grammatical roles are not as important as they once seemed (Kehler et al., 2008; Kehler, 2005; Kertz et al., 2006b, 2006a; Rohde et al., 2006). The problems implicit in a syntactic description of pronoun resolution is demonstrable with the examples that Smyth (1994) provides, (5) and (6). In (6) pronoun reference is supposed to fail because the subordinate clause is not completely parallel according to the extended feature matching hypothesis.



(5)



The carpenter1 gave the plumber2 an invoice, and the electrician gave him2 a cheque.



(6)



The carpenter1 invoiced the plumber2 , and the electrician gave him? a cheque.



(Smyth, 1994, (10), p. 210)



Neither (6) nor (5) seem completely ambiguous, indeed in both sentences the pronoun appears to refer to the plumber, contra Smyth (1994). Kertz et al. (2006b)’s evidence suggests that participants do indeed associate the pronoun in (6) with the plumber. Furthermore, a sentence such as (7) shows that not only is it unnecessary for two sentences to be fully syntactically parallel, but the pronoun need not be parallel with its referent:
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The carpenter1 invoiced the plumber2 and the electrician gave a check to him? .



Based on this sort of evidence, (Kehler et al., 2008) suggest that many of the strategies which have been proposed to be syntactic may be better reformulated as coherence relations. The grammatical role parallelism preference suggests that a pronoun occupying the same grammatical role as a pronoun will be interpreted as the antecedent of that pronoun, as in (8):



(8)



John1 talked to Bill, and he1 talked to Sue.



Whereas relationally speaking these are governed by the coherence relation parallel 6 :



Parallel: Infer P(a1 , a2 , . . . ) from the assertion of S1 and P(b1 , b2 , . . . ) from the assertion of S2 for a common P and similar ai and bi .



Here, a1 is asserted to be Parallel to b1 . Example (8) annotated would look something like this:



(9)



John1 talked to Bill and he1 talked to Sue.



Where “John1 ” is referred to by “he1 ” because the role “he1 ” is playing in the second proposition is most similar to the role that “a1” is playing in the first proposition. The question of how to distinguish syntactic parallelism from the coherence relationship parallel thus arises. This is not a straightforward issue, since it is difficult to dissociate the two and hard to interpret the consequences of doing so. Example (10) hints at an answer to this question by divorcing the semantic subject of the verb from the syntactic subject of the verb: 6



In order to avoid confusion between the parallel coherence relation and the grammatical role parallelism preference we distinguish between clauses that are Parallel (i.e. capitalised, in the sense of a coherence relation) and syntactically parallel (i.e. parallel in the sense of the parallelism preference), although these frequently amount to the same thing (as will be shown).
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Bill Clinton admires Jack Kennedy, and Hillary Clinton looks up to Eleanor Roosevelt.



b.



Bill Clinton admires Jack Kennedy, and Eleanor Roosevelt is admired by Hillary Clinton.



(Kehler, 2002, p.20)



In (10), Hillary Clinton is Parallel to Bill Clinton, and Jack Kennedy is Parallel to Eleanor Roosevelt, although sentence (10b) does not read as well as sentence (10a) by Kehler’s intuitions or by ours. The relation between the two sentences is made even more opaque when pronouns are used:



(11)



a.



Bill Clinton admires Jack Kennedy, and Hillary Clinton looks up to him.



b.



Bill Clinton admires Jack Kennedy, and he is admired by Hillary Clinton.7



It appears that when replaced with a pronoun, the antecedent is not as clear as when a full noun phrase is used (this could also be the result of an absent “too” which would normally signal Parallelism). According to a discourse perspective, the role of syntax is to position words so that the relations between them in the discourse structure is clear. The question thus becomes: to what extent does syntax facilitate discourse?, rather than to what extent does discourse bias syntax? In contrast to Parallel relations, cause–effect relations appeal more to real–world knowledge, and less to structure. In order for Parallel relations to cohere, one must understand that that there are two propositions being made, and that there are similarities and differences between them. By comparison, cause–effect relations describe coherence mediated by world knowledge: Result: Infer P from the assertion of S1 and Q from the assertion of S2 where normally P → Q. To describe Result in slightly different terms, whereas Parallel relations have to do with the structure of information, Result relations can be understood as being mediated by a particular scenario or frame; here, the terms scenario and frame 7



The marginal incorrectness appears to stem from a violation in information structure rather than syntax, however discussion of this is beyond the scope of this work.
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are to be understood in the sense of Lambrecht (1996)). As a brief digression, Lambrecht (1996)) makes a distinction between text internal and text external discourse worlds. Parallel relations (or indeed structural relations in general) fall neatly within the category of text internal relations, and cause–effect relations (and indeed contiguity relations, see Kehler, 2002 for an overview) are text external relations. Explicitly stated, for a clause S1 “Sabrina bullied Veronica,” a host of ideas about what normally happens in such a situation are conjured up: how old the characters are, where such an event might take place, who is behaving acceptably and who is not. In a Result relation, at least one of the ideas in S1 , P is seen to cause another idea Q. This second idea is normally associated with S2 . So in the sentence (12) one would make numerous assumptions about the scenario.



(12)



Sabrina bullied Veronica, and Jane reported her to the teacher.



In particular, it seems likely that since Sabrina was the person doing the bullying, she should be the one reported to the teacher. Therefore a person aware of real world events would believe that her refers to Sabrina, except with more context (In Chapter 4 we test this empirically). Interestingly, these coherence relationships suggest a non-morphological and nonsyntactic locus of ambiguity. Previous research suggested that ambiguity was entirely the result of multiple NPs in a previous sentence agreeing with the pronoun in gender and number. In contrast, the coherence relation analysis suggests that in order to be ambiguous, pronouns have to agree in gender and number, and be ambiguous with respect to coherence relations. This is illustrated by (13), which may either be a Result relation or a Parallel relation.



(13)



Jeff punched Shawn, and Steve kicked him.



The ambiguity in the above sentence stems from these two possible interpretations of the sentence above: Either Steve’s action Parallels Jeff’s, or Steve is engaging in retributive justice. Of course, this sentence could be disambiguated by knowledge of the characters. For example, the knowledge that Steve and Shawn are friends. The possibility of quantifying this relation is discussed in the next section.
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Coherence relations and implicit causality



The suggestion by Caramazza et al. (1977) that implicit causality results from a mixture of semantics and pragmatics appears to have been born out by Kehler et al. (2008). They found that the IC (implicit causality) index used by Caramazza et al. was related to the probability of seeing a given relation following the verb. This was accomplished by classifying participant responses according to relation. They found that the probability of a given NP as antecedent of a pronoun was equal to the sum of the probabilities of seeing a coherence relationship by the probability of taking NP1 or NP2 as referent for a particular coherence relation. It follows that participants make use of knowledge of what coherence relations are associated with a verb in predicting what will be said in future sentences. In other studies, they found that particular verb tenses bias readers in favour of one coherence relation or another. Participant responses reflect the bias of a verb towards a particular coherence relation, and a bias implicit in tenses, as represented by the formula below:



(14)



P (pronoun = ante) =



P



CR∈CRs



P (CR) · P (pronoun = ante|CR)



Above, (14) says that the probability of a pronoun equaling an antecedent is equal to the sum of the probability of a given type of coherence relation by the probability of a pronoun equaling a given antecedent in the context of that coherence relation. The addition of coherence relations as the explanatory factor in implicit causality relations is by no means trivial: it allows implicit causality ratings to be predicted a priori on the basis of an annotated corpus. Beyond that, previous experiments examining implicit causality can now properly be understood as describing coherence relations and contributing robust evidence for their existence. As a case in point, a recent study by Van Berkum, Koornneef, and Otten (2007) found a P600 effect when a pronoun did not refer to the referent it was biased to based on implicit causality. In other studies, the P600 has been associated with “Subject–verb agreement, verb inflection, case inflection, phrase structure and higher level syntactic constraints.” (Kutas, van Petten, & Kluender, 2006, p.33) as well as possible structures like garden-path sentences or embedded long distance dependencies (Kutas et al., 2006). An exciting off shoot of this would
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be to see whether the strength of the P600 is determined by the strength of the coherence probability predicted by (14).



2.5.2



Coherence relations, parallel function, and extended feature matching hypothesis



Using coherence relations (Kehler, 2002), Kertz et al. (2006b, 2006a) tested twoclause sentences with ambiguous pronouns classified based on the degree of match between, antecedent position (subject assignment), syntactic frames (parallel function/extended feature matching hypothesis) and coherence relations. Antecedent position was tested by altering the second pronoun between a subject and object position, and syntactic frames were tested by varying whether the second sentence had an optional adverbial phrase. They found that coherence relations provided by far the strongest prediction of antecedence. The addition of coherence relations as the explanatory factor in implicit causality relations is by no means trivial: it allows implicit causality ratings to be predicted a priori on the basis of an annotated corpus. Moreover, previous experiments examining implicit causality can now properly be understood as describing coherence relations and contributing robust evidence for their existence.



2.6



Summary of predictions from written languagederived approaches



Psycholinguistic research on pronoun resolution has drawn on insights from linguistics, computer science, and psychology. These insights have led in turn to a number of claims about the factors which are most important, and the level of linguistic structure at which they apply. In order to ease the transition from theory to predicted outcome we include below a summary of the predictions that the different hypotheses make. Furthermore, we repeat sentence (16) from the beginning of the chapter so that the predictions might be discussed in relation to it: (1)



John1 saw Jeff2 and Stephen called him1,2 VP Pro1,2 NP1 VP NP2 and NP3
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Morphology



Gender and number feature agreement It is well accepted that pronouns must agree morphologically, that is in gender and number, with their antecedents. All theories below take as given that the referent minimally meets this requirement.



2.6.2



Syntax



Subject preference Pro refers to NP1 . The subject preference heuristic suggests that pronouns refer to the subject of the previous sentence (Crawley et al., 1990). Qualified subject assignment strategy Pro refers to NP1 , except in cases of poor syntactic match. This strategy takes subject assignment as the primary focus, and uses general knowledge as a fall back when subject assignment is not possible. (Suggested as an analogue to Extended feature matching by Kehler et al., 2008). Parallel function Pro refers to NP2 . Pronouns refer to the NP with the same grammatical role in the previous sentence. (See Smyth, 1994 for a review, see also: Arregui et al., 2006; Kaan et al., 2004). Extended feature matching (Qualified parallel function) Pro refers to a pronoun with the same grammatical role, in a parallel sentence, thus NP2 . This takes parallel function as the most important feature in assigning antecedence, but suggests other principles (Smyth, 1994): As the amount of structural (i.e., syntactic) parallel between the first and second clauses decreases, the parallel bias is said to decrease. Therefore, in sentences with less [syntactic] parallelism, an object pronoun may refer to the subject of the sentence without contradicting the theory.



2.6.3



Semantics



Implicit causality Verbs implicitly bias the pronoun towards selection of either the first or the second NP in a parallel structure (Caramazza et al., 1977; Grober, Beardsley, & Caramazza, 1978; Garvey et al., 1975).
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Discourse



Discourse prominence theory Pronouns have a subject antecedent, NP1 , in a basic active sentence Referents that have been made prominent in discourse are referred to with a pronoun in future mentions, and in an active sentence the subject is the prominent grammatical role (Gordon & Hendrick, 1999, 1998). Coherence relations Stemming from a discourse rather than syntax approach to language, these coherence relations propose that antecedents are determined by the relation of a pronoun to the broader discourse. Parallel Pronouns will take as antecedent the NP from the previous clause which it most Parallels based on world knowledge, verbal semantics, and lexical co-occurrence information. Result Knowledge of cause and effect relations between two clauses biases the choice of antecedent N.B. this is only a subset of the total number of coherence relations (Kehler, 2002). See Kehler et al. (2008) for a review of these relations in experimentation, but also Wolf, Gibson, and Desmet (2004); Rohde, Kehler, and Elman (2007); Rohde et al. (2006); Kertz et al. (2006b, 2006a))



One important difference between the studies presented above and that presented in Chapter 4 is that none of the studies above have used auditory materials. This has effectively prevented them from considering prosodic variables. Our experiment in Chapter 4 attempts to fill this absence. It partially replicates several of the studies on disambiguation mentioned in the auditory modality and provides empirical verification of theories of prosody and pronoun disambiguation. To that end, the next section will discuss several hypotheses involving pronouns and accent.



Chapter 3 Approaches to pronoun resolution in spoken language In the present section we summarize several recent theoretical papers on prosody and pronoun disambiguation. As in the previous chapter, the theories are examined in relation to the experiment in Chapter 4, where their predictive power will be tested. In line with the ultimate goal of studying the interaction of prosody and pronoun reference, the sentences in chapter four were varied for prosody. In particular, the first clause was presented with normal prosody, but the second clauses were varied for accent, where sentences had no accent (1a), an accent on NP3 (1b) or Pro (1c).



(1)



a.



John1 emailed Jeff2 and Stephen called him1,2 . NP1 VP NP2 and NP3 VP Pro1,2



b.



John1 emailed Jeff2 and Stephen called him1,2 . NP1 VP NP2 and NP3 VP Pro1,2



c.



John1 emailed Jeff2 and Stephen called him1,2 . NP1 VP NP2 and NP3 VP Pro1,2



Recent attempts to explain pronoun resolution have harnessed optimality theory’s ability to integrate multiple levels of linguistics into one grammar; we therefore offer a brief description of optimality theory, followed by three recent accounts of pronoun resolution and intonation. Several researchers have attempted to explain the effects of accent on pronoun disambiguation; the ones discussed here made use of optimality theory. These analyses have typically appealed to phonetic and 19
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discourse structure properties as well. Notable amongst these are Schwarzschild’s (1999) account, which appeals to the notion of givenness, Beaver (2004), who makes use of the centering model of anaphora resolution, and Kehler (2005); Kehler et al. (2008), who add coherence relations to Schwarzschild’s analysis.



3.1



Optimality theory



Optimality theory (OT) was initially developed to deal with phonology, although it has since been expanded to deal with syntax, semantics, and language processing (Hoeks & Hendriks, 2005). OT consists of two modules, gen and eval. Gen functions by producing every possible output form, a trait referred to as freedom of analysis. It is so-named because by producing every possible output form, any linguistic output is possible. However, most of these forms are never actually uttered, because they are evaluated by eval to see how well they conform to a set of constraints. These constraints are chiefly of two types, faithfulness and markedness. Faithfulness constraints require that the output be maximally like the target form. In contrast, markedness constraints require that the output be unmarked. Unmarked here refers to the idea that a form that is cross-linguistically common is unmarked, and one that is cross-linguistically uncommon is marked. Faithfulness and markedness are analogues to comprehension and production, where a more faithful utterance is easier to comprehend, and a more unmarked utterance easier to produce. The interaction of markedness and faithfulness constraints suggests that differences between languages do not result from different sets of rules, but rather different rankings of these two kinds of constraints. This means that a resulting output may violate some or many constraints, but will least violate the highest ranked constraint. (A concrete example will be given in §3.2). The number of outputs would actually be less than “every possible” at the neurological level, but in order that any output results from the constraints, at the theoretical level the input is infinite (for a more complete introduction to OT, see Kager, 1999).
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Givenness and accent marking



OT is used to account for intonation in Schwarzschild’s (1999) characterization of accent, which incorporates notions of givenness and focus. In his analysis, something is intonationally prominent if it is F(ocus)-marked, and something is F-marked if it is not given. Importantly, Schwarzschild’s formalization of givenness differs from that normally used within the literature. His definition states that information is given if and only if it is entailed, or mentioned explicitly by the text before it. This interacts with the assignment of focal accent in an important way: if a word is not given, then it is F-marked. This suggests the constraint GIVENness: GIVENness If a constituent is not F-marked, it must be given1 . AvoidF Do not focus more than is necessary. Foc A FOC-marked phrase contains an accent. HeadArg The internal argument of a phrase is more prominent than its head. Where a FOC marked node is an F-marked node that is not dominated by another f-marked node. Schwarzschild (1999) postulates the following ranking: GIVENness, FOC  AvoidF  HeadArg Schwarzschild’s analysis makes no predictions about the treatment of pronouns and therefore has no specific predictions for our stimuli. It is, however, necessary ground work for the theories presented in the subsequent sections.



3.3



Centering OT and accent marking



While Beaver’s (2004) account follows Schwarzschild in using OT, it differs in that it takes centering and not givenness as the engine behind focusing. Centering, like givenness, has been well received in the literature. As outlined in §2.4, at its core, 1



Following the convention of Prince and Smolensky (2004), when constraints are defined they are set in bold, but when mentioned in the text appear in small capitals.
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centering suggests that each sentence has forward-looking centres and a single backward-looking centre. The backward looking centre refers to elements mentioned in the previous sentences, and the forward-looking centres refer to elements that are being introduced. These principles are encoded as OT constraints.



Agree An anaphor must agree in gender and number with its anaphor and referent. Disjoint An anaphor is not dominated by the same verb as its antecedent. Pro-Top The topic of a sentence is pronominalised. Fam-Def NPs that are definite are familiar, and no new info is provided about them. Cohere The topic of the current sentence is the same as the previous sentence. Align The topic is the subject of the sentence.



Agree  Disjoint  Fam-Def  Cohere  Align Most relevant for the current study, this hierarchy predicts that the subject of a sentence is the topic, and that the subject of a preceding sentence is pronominalised in a subsequent sentence. This gives a parallel reading, but only for subjects. An additional constraint, is added, Block*. *Block A sentence must be optimal for both the speaker and the hearer.



This constraint assumes that a pronoun saves the speaker processing, but increases processing for the hearer: the speaker can make use of an easily produced, high frequency pronoun, instead of a more difficult, low-frequency name (Van Berkum et al., 2007). From the point of view of the hearer, however, the pronoun is more difficult to retrieve, the greater the number of referents that have been mentioned. Block* effectively imposes the speaker’s knowledge of what the hearer is thinking. In order to make the pronoun more salient, it is accented, thus Beaver adds AvoidF. If a pronoun refers to a more recently mentioned referent, then it will appear in neutral, unnaccented form. If it appeals to a less recently mentioned referent, it
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is focused and therefore accented. In this way, accenting a pronoun switches the referent of a sentence. It seems slightly strange, however, that Beaver has neither included nor replaced Schwarzschild’s HeadArg and FOC constraints. Without these two constraints, there is no motivation to include an accent (AvoidF). It could be the case that Beaver envisions these two constraints as subsumed under *Block, with the idea that a speaker knows what a hearer needs focused. This analysis is slightly problematic, though, in that it turns *Block into a sort of super-constraint. What is particularly attractive about *Block, and bidirectional OT in general, is that they manage to include theory of mind in the set of ranked constraints. However, one must be judicious and restrained in the application of theory of mind, or one risks attributing any detail of language to it. For example, one normally forms the English plural by adding an /–s/. This is done because it is a rule of the language, but this is also done because the speaker knows that if the hearer receives a noun unmarked with an /–s/, he or she will understand the noun as a singular. Thus, the agreement of a noun for plurality occurs for reasons related to theory of mind, as well as grammatical agreement. In correspondence with this reasoning, we will assume that FOC is ranked above AvoidF but below *Block, so that in certain cases a pronoun can be focused in order to highlight it for the interlocutor. Both the reason for differences between the two sentences, and the manner in which they differ are encoded in the model. In this C(entering) OT account, Beaver (2004) predicts that pronouns will be resolved to the subject, if they are not, they will be stressed. Applying Beaver’s model to the two-clause conjoined sentences described above without intonation predicts that when there is a single pronoun in a sentence it refers to the subject of the previous sentence — unsurprisingly COT, a descendant of Discourse RT, makes the same predictions. COT predicts that an ambiguous (object) pronoun will refer to the subject of the previous sentence, but if accented will refer to the next least oblique noun phrase in the previous sentence. So if said (object) pronoun is accented, and the previous sentence is ditransitive, the pronoun will refer to the direct object, all other things being equal.
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Coherence relations and accent marking



Although he makes no effort at formalizing his account in OT, Kehler et al. (2008) are also in favour of an optimization-driven account of accent placement. Like Beaver (2004), the account in Kehler et al. (2008) draws heavily on Schwarzschild’s (1999) account, but differs crucially in that the application of his coherence relation typology removes the necessity of Schwarzschild’s constraint AvoidF. Whereas Schwarzschild (1999) uses entailment to describe what is given, Kehler et al. uses coherence relations. These relations describe what assumptions participants draw about a second clause based on the state of events described in the first clause. Because coherence relations model the relation between two propositions, the accent distribution can be specified by simply saying that new information is stressed. Therefore any further constraints on what receives an accent are unnecessary — thus making AvoidF superfluous. Givenness is a function both of what is stated and unstated. It is used or not used depending on the coherence relationship. The type of coherence relation used determines whether givenness is tapped or not. All of this becomes important when ambiguous pronouns are used because the referent of the pronoun is entailed by the relationship between the two verbs. In (2) the pronoun need not be stressed because the Parallel relation linking the two sentences dictates that “him”, by virtue of being unstressed, is given information, and is therefore the same as “Joseph” in the previous sentence. By contrast, “Wesley” does receive an accent because he is being Paralleled to Austin.



(2)



Austin nudged Joseph and Wesley bumped him.



Similarly, in Result relations, (3), the referent of “him” is Jonah, because world knowledge suggests that the person who is cut will be the one to be treated:



(3)



Andrew cut Jonah, and Calista treated him.



Importantly, though, the relation of pronoun to antecedent in (2) results from structural resemblance, whereas (3) results from knowledge of what is a likely series
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of events in the real world. According to the analysis of Kehler (2005); Kehler et al. (2008), relationship type differences equate to differences in the function of accent, and accent distribution. In Parallel relations, the elements that receive focus are those which are being equated to a different entity, whereas in Result relations, the elements that receive focus (and therefore accent) are those that are not given. Elaborating further, if we break down (2) we can see that several different intonations are possible, with several different meanings (3):



(4)



Austin nudged Joseph and... a.



...Wesley bumped him.



b.



...Wesley bumped him.



c.



...Wesley bumped him.



In example (4a), the verb “bumped” is being compared to the verb “nudged”, in (4b) “Wesley” is additionally being compared to “Austin”. One argument in Kehler (2005) that deserves particular attention pertains to (4c). Paralleled words receive an accent. Unstressed “him” is not Parallelled to “Austin” because a pronoun cannot be (coherence) Paralleled to something/one it refers to. Here, “him” is being compared to “Austin”, by virtue of being accented. In other words, “him (= Joseph)” cannot be compared to “Joseph”. Since “Wesley” is the only remaining candidate for comparison, it must be “Wesley” that is Paralleled to “Joseph”. The predictions for F-marking (i.e., accent) in the context of Result relations is slightly different. This is evident in sentences like (5) where the given information receives stress, but the new information does not.



(5)



John1 pushed Bill, and he1 fell.



(Kehler, 2005, examples 28–32)



Under the coherence relation analysis, “Fell” is presupposed by world knowledge, but that “John” should fall is not. We expect that someone should fall as a result of the pushing, but we do not expect that someone to be “John”. By Fmarking the pronoun, the speaker suggests that it does not correspond to real world knowledge. Phrased differently, F-marking occurs here because the state of affairs asserted by (5) violates the expectations generated by world knowledge
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or more general expectation derived by other strategies. This is an important difference between the usage of the term given in Kehler et al. (2008) and other usages. In their usage the falling need not have been mentioned in the text, but may be highly probable based on world knowledge. However, there is no evidence that speakers would actually use the accenting shown in (5). To that end, we test the interpretation of this accenting in Chapter 4, in addition to the lack of accent and accent on the object pronoun. To summarise the coherence relation analysis of accent marking: in Parallel clauses, Paralleled elements receive stress, but a pronoun cannot be Paralleled with its referent, so under normal circumstances, pronouns do not receive stress. Therefore, stress signals Parallelism. In Result relations, however, lack of stress indicates givenness. Therefore, an accented pronoun is one which is unexpected.



3.5



Experiments on ambiguity in auditory perception



The experimental work of Van Berkum et al. (2007) is worth considering in light of coherence relations. While they make no predictions about antecedent likelihood, they do provide results which inform this discussion; in particular, they find an ERP effect associated with referential ambiguity. Importantly, the sentences used were not fully ambiguous, but rather ambiguous up to a certain point —up to the point of ambiguity, participants showed an effect2 . This effect lasted much longer when sentences were presented in the auditory modality than when they were presented in the visual modality. It seems possible that pronouns are in fact disambiguated by prosody, so that a lack of accent in spoken language is a signal of which NP the pronoun refers to. This differs from written language, where the referent is truly ambiguous, with no presence or absence of accent. (However, there has been a discussion of implicit prosody in written language, e.g. Fodor, 2002) 2 This effect is termed an NRef by Van Berkum et al. (2007). It is characterized by a sustained frontal negative shift.
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Summary of predictions



The goal of the current chapter is to examine the predictions made by several current theories in order that their predictions may be tested in the next chapter. In the following chapter, we discuss an experiment on parallel constructions; specifically, two-clause conjoined sentences where both verbs are active, such as (6).



(6)



John1 emailed Jeff2 and Stephen called him? . NP1 VP NP2 and NP3 VP Pro?



Furthermore, we distinguish between coherence relations, so that (6) shows a Parallel relation whereas (7) is a Result relation:



(7)



Steve punched Justin, and Jane scolded him. NP1 VP NP2 and NP3 VP Pro?



Above we have outlined various two theories of accent distribution in detail: Centering OT and Coherence relations. In the following chapter, we discuss an experiment on parallel constructions. Specifically, two-clause conjoined sentences where both verbs are active, such as (7). In his COT account, Beaver (2004) predicts that pronouns refer to the subject, and stressed pronouns refer to another NP. Applying Beaver’s model of the two-clause conjoined sentences described above without intonation, like (6), the prediction is that when there is a single unstressed pronoun in a sentence it refers to the subject of the previous sentence, NP1 —unsurprisingly, COT, a descendant of discourse prominence theory, makes the same predictions. When a pronoun is stressed, it refers to the other NP in the previous sentence. In this case, NP2 . Because COT does not distinguish between Coherence relations, the predictions for (7) would be the same. Since we have already discussed coherence relations’ predictions for sentences without an accent, and the reasons behind these predictions, we will not recapitulate in great detail. Briefly stated, in Parallel sentences, Kehler et al. (2008) predict that an unstressed pronoun will refer to the NP in the previous sentence which is not Paralleled to something in the second sentence. This Paralleling results
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from world knowledge, the exigences of discourse and semantic structure and is normally expressed as syntactic structure: A theme with a semantic object, with a syntactic object, notwithstanding conditions imposed by context. Above, in (6) the pronoun refers to NP2 . Accenting a pronoun causes it to be Paralleled to something that it would not normally be Paralleled with: if the pronoun in (6) were stressed, it would refer to the subject of the sentence, NP1 . The prediction for Result relations is the same, although the motivation is slightly different. Words in a sentence will receive accenting based on what is inferable from world knowledge (here represented by the notion of givenness, p.24). Therefore, accenting occurs when the referent of the pronouns is not predicted by world knowledge.



Chapter 4 Experiment Kehler et al. (2008) suggest that intonation will change the referent of an ambiguous antecedent in Parallel and Result sentences. This experiment seeks to test intuitions presented in their paper regarding the interaction of coherence relations, intonation and anaphora. They predict that the use of F-marking (§3.2, p.21) on a pronoun will change the referent for both Parallel and Result relations. In this experiment, we tested whether the existence or absence of F-marking (=accent) on an object pronoun changes the referent.



4.1 4.1.1



Method Participants



Twenty-seven native speakers of English (9 female, 1 left-handed) residing in Edmonton (Western Canada) participated in the experiment. Western Canadian English strongly resembles other dialects of English spoken in North America, in Particular those of Central Canada and the Northern United States (Chambers, 2006).



4.1.2



Materials and design



The experiment used a 2×3 design, taking Coherence relation type (Result, Parallel) as one factor, and Intonation type (No–accent, Subject–accent, Object–accent) 29
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as another (Table 3.1). The Participants heard only one version of a given stimulus; there were 60 sentences in total, presented in a pseudo-randomized manner (See Appendix A). In order to assure that Parallel sentences could not also be Result sentences, the second verb in Parallel sentences was a near synonym (e.g. phone–email), following Kehler et al. (2008). Table 4.1: Factors and levels used in the experiment.



Coherence relation Intonation Parallel No–accent Subject–accent Object–accent Result No–accent Subject–accent Object–accent



Sentence Jordan poked Erik, and Andrew tickled him. Jordan poked Erik, and Andrew tickled him. Jordan poked Erik, and Andrew tickled him. Frank deceived Steve, and Jeff resented him Frank deceived Steve, and Jeff resented him Frank deceived Steve, and Jeff resented him



To ensure that participants did not resort to the strategy of picking the second NP heard as the referent in No–accent stress conditions, and the first NP heard as the referent in object stress condition, for the Result condition there was a nested factor. This factor, NP, had two levels, NP1 and NP2 . The stimuli took the form shown in table 4.2. Table 4.2: NP1 and NP2 verbs.



Referent NP1 No–accent



Sentence



Nicole yelled at Charlotte, and Isaiah pleaded with her to relax. Subject–accent Nicole yelled at Charlotte, and Isaiah pleaded with her to relax. Object–accent Nicole yelled at Charlotte, and Isaiah pleaded with her to relax. NP2 No–accent Sydney invited Vivian over for dinner, and Evan gave her the address. Subject–accent Sydney invited Vivian over for dinner, and Evan gave her the address. Object–accent Sydney invited Vivian over for dinner, and Evan gave her the address. These were grouped based initially on experimenter intuition and conference with other native speakers, however, classification was changed based on participant response to the experiment. this yielded 18 items in NP1 and 12 in NP2 ; these
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levels are essentially equivalent to implicit causality verbs described by Caramazza et al. (1977), which Kehler et al. (2008) describes as belonging to the category Result. In NP1 sentences, reference bias is towards the first NP, and for NP2 towards the second NP. Additionally, following Kehler et al. (2008) we tested Smyth’s Grammatical role parallelism hypothesis as a nested factor within the Parallel condition. This factor had the levels Partial and Complete. As per the the discussion in 2.3, the two clauses either have exactly the same grammatical roles, or there is additional material in one of the clauses. In table 4.3 we see that the grammatical roles are not parallel, because in the Complete condition the syntactic structure of both clauses is the same. In the Partial condition the pronoun is expressed with a preposition. Table 4.3: Grammatical role Parallelism.



Grammatical role parallelism Sentence Complete No–accent Sally called Monica, and Robert summoned her. Subject–accent Sally called Monica, and Robert summoned her. Object–accent Sally called Monica, and Robert summoned her. Partial No–accent Amanda wrote Alisha, and Stevie made amends with her. Subject–accent Amanda wrote Alisha, and Stevie made amends with her. Object–accent Amanda wrote Alisha, and Stevie made amends with her. Six sentences in the Parallel condition were drawn from Smyth (1994), and eight from Kehler et al. (2008). Only one of Kehler et al.’s sentences was used in the Result condition, because the other sentences included intransitive clauses, and were therefore not amenable to this experiment. The proper names in the first sentence had the same gender so that there was a potential ambiguity in the referent of the pronoun. All names used were chosen to be unambiguously male or unambiguously female. All items were recorded by a native speaker of Western Canadian English for presentation over speakers or headphones.
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Procedure



Participants were tested as individuals (9) or in groups (18 participants, in 3 different groups ). Those tested as individuals heard items through headphones, and those tested as a group heard the stimuli presented over speakers. Individuals paced themselves and were told they could freely listen to a stimulus item several times. In group testing the experimenter paced the presentation of items to the speed of participant responses, assuring all participants had answered before continuing. People participating as part of a group were told that they could ask for the stimuli to be re-played. Participants rated which person named in the previous sentence they felt to be the antecedent of the pronoun using a modified Likert sale (Figure 4.1).



Question Who did Eva charge with 1 assault? Who did Mikayla tell 2 about the lie?



Intonation Unnatural Natural



Olivia



3



2



1 0



1



2



3



Tamara



1



2



3



4



5



Dawson



3



2



1



1



2



3



Owen



1



2



3



4



5



0



Figure 4.1: Example of the score-sheet.



In a pilot study, where both sentences and questions were read to participants, the names used in the sentence were not given on the score sheet and participants did not pay attention to the intonation of the sentences. It is likely that the inordinate amount of information presented in each sentence was to blame for the lack of attention to intonation. Indeed, the large number of names used in the study is rather unnatural. In a normal discourse context one would never see so many novel personages used in so few utterances. Therefore, to lessen the memory load in the present study, the names of the characters of the first two sentences were included on the response sheet, which allowed participants to deal with the large number of names. An additional change made after the pilot study was the inclusion of naturalness of sentence intonation from 1–5. The word intonation was used instead of prosody because it was felt to be more common in popular usage. Beyond assuring the naturalness of the intonation, it also served the purpose of ensuring that participants
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attended to intonation. Participants were asked to go with their first intuition and not to over-think their answers. The instructions were read by participants and explained orally by the experimenter (Appendix C). Particular attention was paid to the “Intonation naturalness rating” portion of the experiment; the concept of intonation was explained to participants to ensure that they completed the task correctly. Furthermore, particular efforts were taken to assure participants that there was no prescriptive rule, and that their intuitions would not be judged for correctness, but simply analysed. To remind the reader of the predictions from chapters 2 and 3, we include tables 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 4.8. In Chapter 5, we have included analogues of these table demonstrating the correctness of the various theories/strategies/heuristics we tested. Table 4.4: Predictions from theories of written language.



Theory Syntactic Subject preference Qualified subject assignment Parallel function Extended feature matching



Parallel Complete Partial



NP1 NP1



NP2 NP2



NP2



Discourse Discourse prominence Coherence relations



NP1



NP1 NP1



Result NP1 NP2



NP1 NP1 NP1 NP1



NP2 NP2 NP2 NP2



NP1 NP1



NP1 NP2



Table 4.5: Predictions from theories of spoken language: Parallel–Complete



Theory No–accent Centering OT NP1 Coherence relations NP2



Subj–accent NP1 NP2



Obj–accent NP2 NP1
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Table 4.6: Predictions from theories of spoken language: Parallel–Partial



Theory No–accent Centering OT NP1 Coherence relations NP2



Subj–accent NP1 NP2



Obj–accent NP2 NP1



Table 4.7: Predictions from theories of spoken language: Result–NP1



Theory No–accent Centering OT NP1 Coherence relations NP1



Subj–accent NP1 NP1



Obj–accent NP2 NP2



Table 4.8: Predictions from theories of spoken language: Result–NP2



Theory No–accent Centering OT NP1 Coherence relations NP2



4.2 4.2.1



Subj–accent NP1 NP2



Obj–accent NP2 NP1



Results Data treatment



The data were examined initially to make sure that the intuitions from the pretest regarding the referent matched with participant intuitions. Some changes were made to the stimuli as a Result of this: eight of the nine participants who heard sentence 57 in the no–accent condition said that the pronoun referred to the N P2 , and seven of the eight participants who heard it in the subject stressed condition said the same. The sentence was therefore switched to the NP2 subset of Result, to which they more properly belonged. This was done because ultimately our goal was not to test what interpretation would be assigned in the No–accent condition but rather to see how this interpretation changes with an accented object pronoun. Similarly, 37, 39 and 44 were switched to the NP1 condition. Item 31 was excluded from the by items condition because of a recording error.



4.2.2



Analysis of anaphor likelihood



Participant ratings of anaphor likelihood discussed in the previous section were averaged. By averaging the ratings, we took them as the degree of certainty that with which participants take a particular NP as referent. As described in §4.2.1,
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this NP was the one favoured as the referent in the No–accent accent condition. The scores were then analysed by items and by participants using a 2 × 3 ANOVA designs, taking Coherence relation (Parallel, Result) as one factor, and Intonation (No–accent, Subject–accent, Object–accent) as the other. To compensate for violations of the sphericity assumption, we applied the Greenhouse Geisser correction where appropriate; the original degrees of freedom are reported. There was a main effect of Coherence relation (F1 (1, 24) = 20.099, p < .001; F2 (1, 57) = 27.272, p < .001). The participants were more certain of the antecedent of pronouns in Result (1.8, SE = .099) than in the Parallel (0.9, SE = .100). There was also a main effect of Intonation (F1 (2, 48) = 43.047, p < .001; F2 (2, 114) = 104.559, p < .001). Contrasts indicated that participants preferred the other NP as antecedent in Object–accent condition (0.2, SE = 0.151) relative to the Subject–accent (2.0, SE = 0.088) and the No–accent conditions (all ps < .001). The No–accent condition and the Subject accent condition, however, were not significantly different from each other (F s < 1). These main effects were, however, qualified by the existence of an interaction between Coherence relation and Intonation, shown in Figure 4.2.



Figure 4.2: Likelihood of choosing the preferred anaphor with different intonations by coherence relation.
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This interaction was highly significant in both by participant and by items analyses (F1 (2, 4) = 11.080, p < .001; F2 (1, 57) = 16, p < .001). To better understand the nature of these interactions we performed further analyses. First we looked at the effect of Intonation of the Parallel and Result conditions separately: for Parallel sentences, there is a significant effect of intonation (F1 (2, 52) = 90.302, p < .001, F2 (2, 56) = 86.3, p < .001). Bonferroni post-hoc analyses indicated that this effect was due to significant differences between the Object–accent condition and the other two conditions (all ps < .001); The difference between the No–accent condition and the Subject–accent conditions was not significant For the Result sentences there was also a significant effect of intonation (F1 (2, 52) = 33.747, p < .001, F2 (1, 58) = 2.312, p < .001). The post-hoc analyses showed that here too the relationship between the Object– accent condition and the other two conditions was the locus of this effect. So, in both conditions we find a similar pattern, which is more pronounced in the Parallel than in the Result condition. To find out whether this is true, we compare Parallel and Result conditions at each of the levels of intonation. We find that there is a significant difference between the Parallel and Result Relations in all Intonation conditions: No–accent (F1 (1, 26) = 14.351, p < .001; F2 (1, 57) = 6.929, p < .05), Object–accent (F1 (1, 26) = 56.139, p < .001; F2 (1, 58) = 41.726, p < .001) and Subject–accent (in the F1 but not F2 analysis). (F1 (1, 26) = 5.991, p < .05; F2 (1, 58) = 2.344, p = .131). Visual inspection suggests that although the difference between the Intonation conditions is significant in all three conditions, the difference is most pronounced in the Object–accent condition; This is confirmed by post-hoc pairwise comparisons of the effect of coherence relation between the different levels of intonation. All analyses taking Subject–accent and Object–accent as levels were statistically significant (F > 12, p < .001). When No–accent and Subject–accent are taken as a factor alongside Coherence, the interaction of Intonation and Coherence is not significant, showing instead a trend of interaction (F1 (1, 57) = 2.835, p = .10; F2 (1, 26) = 2.974, p = .12) In order to determine whether a referent switch had in fact occurred, we tested the means of the different groups against the value 0, the central value of the scale. Values significantly different from 0 have therefore changed referent as a result of Intonation. All of the Result conditions and two of the Parallel conditions
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were significantly greater than zero (all ts > 5.750, p < .001). Object–accent had, however, reduced the mean of participant responses below 0 in Parallel (t1 (26) = −3.236, p < .01; t2 (29) = −3.354, p < .01).



4.2.3



Analysis of NP1 and NP2 verbs



The coherence relation Parallel leans strongly toward NP2 reference, while the coherence relation Result is split between NP1 and NP2 preference Result verbs verbs should pattern more with the Parallel verbs. To examine this, the nested factor in Result, NP, was also analysed to see if differences between Result and Parallel could be ascribed to the NP that was referred to by the second verb in the neutral condition. To that end, we took NP1 vs. NP2 (henceforth NP) as a factor in an ANOVA. Thus, NP was a factor on the one hand, and Intonation (No–accent, Object–accent, and Subject–accent) as a factor on the other, yielding a 2 × 3 design (Figure 4.3).



Figure 4.3: Likelihood of choosing the preferred anaphor with different intonations in the Result condition by preferred NP.



Again, where required we applied the Greenhouse–Geisser correction to our data, and the original degrees of freedom are reported. ANOVA analysis showed that there was no main effect of NP for subjects or Items (F1 < .15). There was a
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trend toward an interaction (F1 (2, 52) = 2.287, p = .12; F2 (2, 56) = 2.669, p = .09). Bonferroni post-hoc tests found that in the Subject–accent condition, there was a trend toward the ambiguous pronoun to be judged as more clearly associated with the preferred NP in the NP2 condition (2.327, SE = .153) than it was in the NP1 condition (1.9, SE = .153)(p1 = .09; p2 = .10). All other post-hoc results were not significant (p > .26).



4.2.4



Analysis of Grammatical role parallelism



In order to further assess the correctness of the Extended feature matching hypothesis (Smyth, 1994), we included the nested variable Grammatical role parallelism with the factors Completel and Partial within the Parallel condition. Combined with intonation, this gave a 2 x 3 design (Figure 4.4. The Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied to our data where violations of sphericity occured. ANOVA analysis comparing Complete (.921, SE = .129) and Partial (.959, SE = .129) found no main effect for subjects (F < .059). All values were tested against the central value, zero; this determined that not only were the values not significantly different from each other, but also had the same referent (all ps less than .05).



Figure 4.4: Likelihood of choosing the preferred anaphor with different intonations in the Result condition by preferred NP.
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There was a trend toward interaction of Syntactic parallelism with intonation in the by subject but not by items analysis (F1 (2, 52) = 2.023, p = .143; F 2(2, 54) = .907, p = .410). Post-hoc analysis indicate that this trend of interaction in the by subject condition was due to significant differences between The Object-accent Complete condition (−.8778, SD = .227) and No-accent Partial condition (−.576, SE = .266; F 1(26, 1) = 2.308, p < .141 ). All other F s < 1.605.



4.2.5



Analysis of intonation naturalness



In order to ascertain that the pattern of results described in §4.2.1 was not attributable to unnatural intonation, An ANOVA analysis was performed on the naturalness ratings of the items (Figure 4.5)



Figure 4.5: Analysis of intonation naturalness.



Recall that here the rating scale is 1–5, with 5 being highly natural. It was found that while there was no overall interaction (F1 (2, 48) = 1.740, p = .186; F2 (2, 114) = 42, p = .657) there were main effects of Coherence relations (F1 (2, 48) = 36.968, p < .001; F2 (1, 57) = 9.496, p < .003) and Intonation (F1 (1, 24) = 8.770, p < .01; F2 (2, 114) = 34.106, p < .001). For Coherence the level Result (3.9, SE = .118) was higher ranked than Parallel (3.7, SE = .147). For Intonation, the No–accent condition (4.16, SE = .13) was ranked highest, followed by the Subject–accent
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condition (3.97, SE = .152), with the Object–accent condition (3.21, SE = .155) ranked least natural.



4.3



Discussion



In this experiment the impact of accenting or not accenting a pronoun has on the selection of antecedent was evaluated. In particular, we looked at the effect of accenting pronouns on antecedent selection. In order to determine which antecedent participants identified with a pronoun, they responded to auditorily presented sentences by indicating which NP they thought was the antecedent of a pronoun using a Likert scale. To assess the quality of the stimuli we had participants rate them for naturalness, again with a Likert scale. We predicted, following Kehler and colleagues (2008) that the referent of a pronoun would be switched by accenting the pronoun.



4.3.1



Discussion of anaphor likelihood



Overall the data in part bear out the predictions for accent distribution made when coherence relations were taken into account. The interaction of Coherence relation with Intonation indicates that the referent of a pronoun is the same in No–accent and Subject–accent conditions for a given stimuli in both Parallel and Result conditions. But, in the Object accent condition, pronouns in the Parallel changed their referent relative to the Subject– and No–accent conditions. A main effect of Coherence relation shows that participants on average chose a different referent for stressed pronouns ( than pronouns in other conditions for the Parallel condition than the Result condition. The referent chosen in the No–accent condition is taken as the (this referent will be referred to as the non-preferred referent). A main effect of Intonation was found, indicating that participants chose the non-preferred referent in the Object–accent condition, but not in the No– accent or Subject–accent conditions, giving considerable credibility to the notion that stressing an object indeed changes the likelihood of choosing the referent preferred in the neutral condition. The notion that stressing an object pronoun changes its referent was strengthened by t-tests which indicated that the Object–accent condition was significantly below
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the central value of the scale, zero. As previously mentioned, an advantage of this study over previous studies is the use of a Likert scale. This scale allowed us to see that while participants state that accented object pronouns in a Parallel relation refer to a different referent than unaccented pronouns, they do it with less certainty. Interestingly, accenting the pronoun in Result relations changed the certainty of a referent, but did not switch the referent. This may suggest that in the right discourse setting, a switch is possible — interesting ground for new research. Visual inspection of participant data suggests that participants displayed three patterns of responses (Appendix B). For 19 participants, the existence of Object accent changed the referent for both Parallel and Result coherence relations. For seven participants,only the Parallel relation condition was modifiable with accent. Finally there were two participants for whom intonation seemed to play little –if any– role. It bears mentioning that for two participants, the effect of Intonation on the Result relation were greater than on the Parallel relation. The existence of these three groups has interesting implications. Changing the antecedent of a pronoun with accent could be seen as a “rule” of the grammar of English—but unlike so many grammatical rules it is never taught explicitly. This is further emphasized by its assumed rarity and the fact that in writing accenting a pronoun is possible but again assumed to be rare (i.e. possible with italics or capitalization) its use being confined to dialogues and the informal register. Therefore, the acquisition of the rule is never enforced. The different groups of participants suggest that there should be four possible groups: participants for whom object accent changes the antecedent for both Relations, participants for whom accent changes the antecedent for Parallel but not Result, another for Result but not Parallel, and finally a group for whom Object–accent is ineffective. By contrast only three of the possible groups exist, with the rather conspicuous absence of Result but not Parallel. What is more, participants are divided across the groups in uneven proportions. Furthermore, the cause of different groups deserves additional experimentation. Analysis of anaphor likelihood item data revealed that most of the stimuli conformed to the pattern described in Figure 4.2, that is, that the anaphoric selection probability was higher in the No–accent and Subject–accent conditions, and lower in the Object–accent condition.
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Discussion of NP1 and NP2 verbs



We further analysed the nested factor, NP (Figure 4.5, page 39). It was found that there was a trend of interaction between NP and intonation. Specifically, this trend could be localized to a trend of difference between NP1 Subject–accent and NP2 Subject–accent, where the preferred anaphor of NP2 Subject–accent sentences appeared to be more highly rated than in the other condition. It seems possible that this trend occurs because of memory. In particular, for the NP1 Subject– accent condition (1), the preferred referent is further from the pronoun, and there are two intervening referents (NP2 and NP3 ). Participants must thus hold two referents in mind while processing the significance of the accent. This compared with the NP2 condition, where participants need only deal with one intervening referent, NP3 (2). Therefore, the certainty could result from a better ability to remember the referent.



(1)



Nicole yelled at Charlotte, and Isaiah pleaded with her to relax. NP1 VP NP2 and NP3 VP Pro2



(2)



Lasha described Marika, and Joanna recognized her. NP1 VP NP2 and NP3 VP Pro1



4.3.3



Discussion of intonation naturalness



To make sure that the results presented are maximally applicable to natural speech, participants rated the naturalness of the sentences. The analysis of Intonation naturalness revealed main effects of Intonation and Coherence relation, but no interaction. This suggests that the interaction found in the anaphor selection likelihood ANOVA is not attributable to unnatural intonation. The main effect of Intonation indicated that participants found accented Object and Subjects less natural sounding than the neutral condition. Accenting a pronoun is rather unexpected and therefore judged to be unnatural. The main effect of Coherence relations suggests that Parallel sentences were rated having more unnatural intonation than the Result relations. It seems possible that participants’ judgments of correctness could be conflated with the related idea of frequency, which could have given the same result. One
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further possibility is that participants were treating the intonation naturalness scale as a scale of acceptability of the sentences in spite of clear explanation of the scale’s use. The idea that the frequency of use of a given intonation is associated with the naturalness of that intonation provides an interesting opportunity for future inquiry.



Chapter 5 Conclusion Throughout the previous chapters, our principal matter of study was sentences classified by table (1) and (2) and (3):



(1)



(2)



(3)



John emailed Jeff, and...



Parallel



a.



Stephen called him.



(No-accent)



b.



Stephen called him.



(Subject–accent



c.



Stephen called him.



(Object–accent)



Kayla caught Lindsay stealing, and... a.



Heather thanked her.



b.



Heather thanked her



c.



Heather thanked her.



Lasha described Marika, and... a.



Joanna recognized her.



b.



Joanna recognized her.



c.



Joanna recognized her.



Result–NP1



Result–NP2



These sentences have been the axis on which our theoretical discussion and experimentation have turned. In relation to them, we have discussed experimental and theoretical predictions regarding pronoun resolution, and pronoun resolution and intonation. This lead into an experiment that tested the various hypotheses that the last twenty or so years of psychological and linguistic enquiry has provided.
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In the present chapter, we discuss the ramifications of our experiment for these theories.



5.1



Theories of pronoun resolution in written language



Because the theories that we discussed make no predictions of pronoun resolution and accent, it is not possible to judge their predictive power with regards to different intonations. Nevertheless, the No–accent condition acts as a test of these theories. As mentioned before, the neutral condition functions as an auditory partial replication of Kertz et al. (2006b). Our results, like theirs, found that theories that did not take into account coherence relations failed to account for the referent chosen for a pronoun (Table 5.1). A tilde has been used in the result category for the syntactic theories, because they attribute such sentences to pragmatics. Therefore it is not possible to assess their correctness relative with these categories. However, any theory that is capable of accounting for all data is obviously preferred on grounds of Occam’s Razor1 . Table 5.1: Evaluation of theories of written language.



Theory Syntactic Subject preference Qualified subject assignment Parallel function Extended feature matching



Parallel Complete Partial



n n



y y



y



Discourse Discourse prominence Coherence relations



n



y y



Result NP1 NP2



∼ ∼ ∼ ∼



∼ ∼ ∼ ∼



y y



n y



Note: Where ∼ means “sort of” (see text).



Subject preference, qualified subject assignment and discourse prominence all fail because they predict that the pronoun should refer to NP1 in all cases, whereas NP1 is only selected in as referent in the Result–NP1 condition. Parallel function 1



The principle which states that the most economical hypothesis should be preferred.
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similarly fails because it does not account for the NP1 condition. However, it could be suggested that the syntactic constraints are intended for situations with no pragmatic bias (again, it is uncertain exactly what pragmatics is intended to mean). Implicit causality is not included, because it is felt to be subsumed under Coherence relations following the discussion in §2.5.1. Coherence relations were found to give the best prediction of referent of the theories of written language. They are included again below in the evaluation of theories of spoken language.



5.2



Theories of pronoun resolution in spoken language



Two theories of spoken pronoun resolution were tested, Centering OT (Beaver, 2004) and Coherence relations (Kehler et al., 2008) (Tables 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5). Centering OT only correctly predicted the outcomes in the No–accent and Subject– accent portions of the NP–1 condition, and the Object–accent portion of NP2 . In particular, Centering OT predicted that pronouns would refer to the subject of the sentence. When accented, pronouns would switch referent to another NP in the same clause. In examples (1–3) above, the pronouns were predicted to refer to “Jeff”, “Jonah”, or “Marika” respectively. This contrasts with Coherence relations, which displayed greater predictive accuracy. Because of the disparity between the two, we focus here on Coherence relations Overall, Coherence relations were the best predictors of referent. However this is not to say that Kehler et al. (2008) were completely correct in their predictions. In fact, it was found that the referent in Result relations is not switched with accented object pronouns as was predicted. Their hypothesis was that accent distribution occurs in Parallel sentences on items that are being Parallelled to something in a previous sentence. Because a pronoun cannot be Parallelled with something it refers to, accented pronouns must therefore refer to another NP in the previous sentence. In Result relations, however, accent distribution occurs based on what is given, where given means predictable based on expectedness or world knowledge (see §3.2 and §3.4). Given information does not receive an accent, whereas new information does. They predicted that when a pronoun is accented, as in (2c) or (3c) above,
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the pronoun will refer to the NP in the previous sentence that it is least likely to refer to: in (2c), “Andrew”, and in (3c), “Marika”. However, the results of our experiment found that this was not the case. Therefore, Coherence relations receives an asterisk in the Object–accent columns (Tables 5.4 and 5.5); they were a predictive factor, but did not work in the way that Kehler et al. (2008) said they would. Kehler et al. (2008) suggested that there was a qualitative difference between two Coherence relations (Parallel and Result). Nevertheless, this qualitative difference was not predicted to manifest itself in differences when accent interacted with Coherence relation. On the contrary, the two relations did show quantitative differences. From our perspective these quantitative differences are uniquely attributable to the coherence relation type. Table 5.2: Evaluation of theories of spoken language: Parallel–Complete



Theory No–accent Centering OT n Coherence relations y



Obj–accent n y



Subj–accent n y



Table 5.3: Evaluation of theories of spoken language: Parallel–Partial



Theory No–accent Centering OT n Coherence relations y



Obj–accent n y



Subj–accent n y



Table 5.4: Evaluation of theories of spoken language: Result–NP1



Theory Centering OT Coherence relations



No–accent y y



Obj–accent n n



Subj–accent y y†



Note: †Coherence relations did not predict the response, but the response is predictable based on coherence relations.



Table 5.5: Evaluation of theories of spoken language: Result–NP2



Theory Centering OT Coherence relations



No–accent n y



Obj–accent y n†



Subj–accent n y



Note: †Coherence relations did not predict the response, but the response is predictable based on coherence relations.
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Last words



As mentioned in the introduction, this thesis presents something novel by combining the relatively new field of experimental prosody with the well–studied phenomenon of pronoun anaphor resolution. It has been shown that coherence relations represent a useful predictor of pronoun resolution in the spoken modality. Nevertheless, much work needs to be done. In particular, this study gives an off-line account of pronoun resolution. The other theories/strategies/heuristics that we considered may play important rolls in on-line pronoun comprehension. Whether on-line anaphora resolution makes use of these strategies constitutes fertile territory for future research. Whereas the referent, ultimately, is governed by coherence relations, initial on-line attempts at pronoun resolution could follow syntactic or discoursal factors, before coherence comes into play. With so much yet unresolved, these are the last words of this thesis, but surely not the last words on this matter.
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2



1



nudged



Joseph,



and



Wesley



a



Kehler et al. (2008),



Who did Mariah email?



her. b



Smyth (1994)



Lorna phoned Molly, and Mariah emailed



Who did Wesley bump?



bumped him.



Austin



Note: Stimuli taken from



Complete



Parallel–



Sentence/Question



Items and item data



Appendix A



2.89



2.11



No–accent



-0.12



-2.50



Obj–accent



2.70



2.40



Subj–accent



Anaphor selection likelihood



4.44



4.00



No–accent



2.83



3.00



Obj–accent



4.70



3.90



Subj–accent



Intonation naturalness



and Maya



him.



a



Kehler et al. (2008),



b



Smyth (1994)



Cole deceived Matthew, and Tasha tricked



Who did Juliana photograph?



photographed him.



Chase videotaped Marcus just like Juliana



Who did Jason check?



checked her.



Brittany elbowed Breanna, and Jason



Who did James chastize?



chastized him.



Alexander parodied John, and James



Who did Brianna ridicule?



ridiculed him.



Dallas goaded Nathaniel, and Brianna



Who did Robert summon?



moned her.



Sally called Monica, and Robert sum-



Who did Maya kick?



kicked her.



Nelly stabbed Jacqueline,



Note: Stimuli taken from



9



8



7



6



5



4



3



Sentence/Question



0.13



1.63



1.38



-0.50



-1.22



-1.30



-0.70



-1.90



-1.60



-1.50



0.13



-1.75



2.22



2.22



Obj–accent



No–accent



1.00



2.67



1.11



0.11



2.20



1.60



2.10



Subj–accent



Anaphor selection likelihood



Table A.1 continued from previous page



3.00



3.00



3.50



3.67



4.56



3.89



4.61



No–accent



3.80



3.50



3.30



3.40



2.83



2.17



2.00



Obj–accent



3.78



4.56



3.78



3.67



4.50



3.70



4.10



Subj–accent



Intonation naturalness
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and



a



Kehler et al. (2008),



b



Smyth (1994)



Who failed the poetry assignment?



signment.



and Sophia failed her on the poetry as-



Alyssa failed Lisa on the chemistry lab,



Who did Ella write a poem?



her a poem.



Jen wrote Margaret a song, and Ella wrote



Who did Savanah pass?



vannah passed her in a car.



Madison passed Shayla on a bike, and Sa-



Who did Thomas pour the juice for?



Thomas poured him a glass of juice.



Bryce made Liam a sandwich,



Who did Terry knit a quilt?



her a quilt.



Ida sewed Tammy a jacket, and Terry knit



Note: Stimuli taken from



14



13



b 12



b 11



10



Who did Tiffany trick?



Sentence/Question



2.80



2.80



2.40



2.00



1.75



No–accent



-0.89



0.11



-1.00



-0.44



0.80



Obj–accent



1.13



2.13



1.13



2.11



2.78



Subj–accent



Anaphor selection likelihood
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4.00



4.50



4.50



3.83



2.83



No–accent



3.89



3.22



3.33



2.67



3.70



Obj–accent



3.17



4.00



3.50



4.33



3.89



Subj–accent



Intonation naturalness
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a 20



a 19



a 18



a 17



a 16



a 15



a



Kehler et al. (2008),



Who did Lisa badger?



and Lisa badgered him. b



Smyth (1994)



Jack baited Manfred with crude remarks,



Who did Harriet irritate?



tions, and Harriet irritated him



Trevor annoyed Carlos with probing ques-



Who did Emma mock?



Emma mocked him.



Carter savagely ridiculed Jeffrey, and



Who did Crystal mislead?



deal, and Crystal misled him



Jeremy deceived Nicholas in a business



Who did Caroline bruise?



line bruised him



Zachary seriously injured Luis, and Caro-



Who did Amy serenade?



serenaded him



Seth saluted Ronald with a toast,and Amy



Note: Stimuli taken from



Partial



Parallel–



Sentence/Question



1.50



-0.50



2.00



0.89



2.11



2.50



No–accent



-2.11



-0.90



-1.56



-1.75



-1.75



-0.40



Obj–accent



1.25



2.44



1.25



2.20



2.00



3.00



Subj–accent



Anaphor selection likelihood
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4.30



2.83



4.60



4.22



4.11



3.50



No–accent



3.44



3.20



3.11



3.00



3.00



2.90



Obj–accent



3.00



4.22



2.60



4.10



4.10



4.22



Subj–accent



Intonation naturalness
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a



Kehler et al. (2008),



b



Smyth (1994)



Spencer went to a movie with her.



Kylie took Larissa to the waterpark, and



Who did Hope see for the first time?



person for the first time.



Amy met Kaitlin, and Hope saw her in



Who did Stevie make amends with?



amends with her.



Amanda wrote Alisha, and Stevie made



Who did Christina write?



and Christina wrote her.



Lara approached Marina about the job,



Who did Sara beat at darts?



beat him at darts.



Brennan played Kevin in pool, and Sara



Who did Victoria harass?



toria harassed him



Miguel ruthlessly taunted Daniel, and Vic-



Who did Tiffany demoralize?



comments, and Tiffany demoralized him



Luke disheartened Donald with nitpicky



Note: Stimuli taken from



b 27



b 26



b 25



24



23



a 22



a 21



Sentence/Question



2.90



1.40



1.00



2.33



1.33



2.22



1.38



No–accent



0.63



1.78



-1.10



1.13



-0.75



-0.50



-1.10



Obj–accent



2.63



1.75



1.78



2.10



1.20



2.40



2.33



Subj–accent



Anaphor selection likelihood
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4.70



4.15



3.67



3.94



3.67



4.61



3.33



No–accent



2.75



2.78



3.40



2.33



2.17



3.50



3.50



Obj–accent



3.67



3.17



3.78



4.20



4.50



3.90



3.33



Subj–accent



Intonation naturalness
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a



Kehler et al. (2008),



b



Smyth (1994)



Who did Scott ask for the registration fee?



him for the registration fee.



Bob registered Justin, and Scott asked



Who did Kendra demand reasons from?



accusation.



Kendra demanded he give reasons for the



Brett accused Kyle of embezzlement, and



Who did Erin Blindfold?



Erin blindfolded him



Samuel threatened Jeff with a knife, and



Who was asked to sign a petition?



asked him to sign a petition.



Dale sold Noah insurance, and Steven



team?



Who was chosen as captain of the hockey



the hockey team.



team, and Gerald chose her as captain of



May picked Allison to be on her dodgeball



Note: Stimuli taken from



32



31



Result—NP1



a 30



29



28



Who did Spencer go to a movie with?



Sentence/Question



2.13



2.75



0.60



2.50



No–accent



-0.33



1.67



-1.00



0.56



1.44



Obj–accent



0.60



2.80



-0.11



1.50



2.50



Subj–accent



Anaphor selection likelihood
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2.67



3.50



4.40



3.70



No–accent



3.44



4.56



2.56



4.33



4.11



Obj–accent



4.30



4.40



4.09



2.33



3.33



Subj–accent



Intonation naturalness
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and Carolina



and



a



Kehler et al. (2008),



b



and Ethan got angry at him. Smyth (1994)



Colin taught Maxwell bad driving habits,



Who did Eva arrest?



charged her with assault.



Olivia broke Tamara’s arm, and Eva



Who did Christine pay?



paid her.



Michelle coached Brittney, and Christine



Who did Heather thank?



Heather thanked her.



Kayla caught Lindsay stealing,



Who was ejected from the game?



him from the game.



Andrew fouled Jonah, and Calista ejected



Who did Carolina treat?



scolded him.



Brandon cut Kenneth,



Who did Katherine sit out?



her out.



Alyssa annoyed Julie, and Katherine sat



Note: Stimuli taken from



39



38



37



36



35



34



33



Sentence/Question



2.78



0.67



1.89



3.00



2.56



2.10



2.90



0.80



2.00



0.90



-0.33



0.33



0.88



1.88



Obj–accent



No–accent



1.38



1.88



1.50



2.13



0.88



2.40



1.40



Subj–accent



Anaphor selection likelihood
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4.67



4.11



4.22



4.50



4.44



3.33



3.67



No–accent



2.90



3.10



3.20



3.20



3.60



3.56



3.44



Obj–accent



3.67



3.40



2.83



3.33



3.67



4.20



4.10



Subj–accent



Intonation naturalness
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a



Kehler et al. (2008),



b



Smyth (1994)



Who did Tyson send the package with?



gave her a package to pass on.



Jenna visited Ivy in hospital, and Tyson



Whose kindness did Victor appreciate?



appreciated her kindness



Sarah gave a cookie to Kate, and Victor



Who did Grace help alert the authorities?



her alert the authorities.



Jennifer caught Alexa, and Grace helped



Who did Jane report?



ported her to the teacher.



Sabrina bullied Veronica, and Jane re-



Who did Tyler think was a helpful person?



Tyler thought he was a helpful person.



David helped Oliver move house, and



Who did Tanner send the finder’s fee to?



him the finder’s fee.



Dustin recruited Philip, and Tanner sent



Note: Stimuli taken from



45



44



43



42



41



40



Who did Ethan get angry at?



Sentence/Question



2.30



2.60



2.30



2.90



2.80



2.00



No–accent



2.00



1.63



1.25



1.00



2.13



0.60



Obj–accent



1.89



2.89



2.22



1.44



2.89



2.00



Subj–accent



Anaphor selection likelihood
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4.56



4.60



4.50



4.50



4.60



4.39



No–accent



3.33



2.50



2.67



3.00



3.33



4.00



Obj–accent



4.00



3.81



4.00



4.44



4.33



3.33



Subj–accent



Intonation naturalness
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a



Kehler et al. (2008),



b



Smyth (1994)



Who did Mikayla tell about the lie?



tell him about the lie.



Dawson tricked Owen, and Mikayla had to



Who did Kimberly see?



berly saw her.



Rebecca pointed Carmen out, and Kim-



Who did Joanna recognize?



ognized her.



Lasha described Marika, and Joanna rec-



Who did Ryan calm down?



down.



Calvin upset Lucas, and Ryan calmed him



Who did Shane allow to stay the attic?



lowed her to stay in his attic.



Emily escaped from Justine, and Shane al-



Who did Isaiah plead with to relax?



pleaded with her to relax.



Nicole yelled at Charlotte, and Isaiah



Note: Stimuli taken from



51



50



49



48



Result—NP2



47



46



Sentence/Question



1.75



1.00



2.75



2.63



2.78



1.44



1.89



1.00



1.63



1.63



2.70



2.40



Obj–accent



No–accent



2.40



1.80



3.00



2.80



2.75



2.33



Subj–accent



Anaphor selection likelihood
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4.00



3.33



3.67



3.50



4.50



4.50



No–accent



3.33



2.78



2.56



3.00



3.33



2.83



Obj–accent



4.50



4.10



4.80



4.75



3.75



4.00



Subj–accent



Intonation naturalness
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misinformed



Marissa,



and



a



Kehler et al. (2008),



Who did Henry advise?



a ticket to Mexico. b



Smyth (1994)



Spanish, and Henry advised her to buy her



Cassandra wished Mary could practice her



Who did Zoe put back to bed?



put her back to bed.



Alexandra woke Molly up, and Zoe had to



Who did Sabrina quiet down?



quieted her down.



Rachel wound Kristen up, and Sabrina



Who did Nowlton discipline?



chair, and Nowlton disciplined her.



Lauren discovered Marina breaking a



Who did Christie bandage?



daged her.



Jessica burnt Molly, and Christie ban-



Who did Laura inform?



Laura informed her of the truth.



Samantha



Note: Stimuli taken from



57



56



55



54



53



52



Sentence/Question



2.00



2.89



3.00



2.11



-1.00



0.50



0.60



-0.20



2.89



1.22



1.63



2.75



Obj–accent



No–accent



1.75



2.63



2.00



2.38



2.90



2.00



Subj–accent



Anaphor selection likelihood
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4.33



4.67



4.44



4.67



4.33



3.83



No–accent



3.70



3.40



3.20



2.40



4.67



3.56



Obj–accent



3.17



3.33



3.50



4.00



4.80



4.40



Subj–accent



Intonation naturalness
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a



Kehler et al. (2008),



Who did Vincent fire?



and Vincent fired her. b



Smyth (1994)



Giselle complained Naomi didn’t work,



Who did Courtney ask to behave better?



Courtney told her to act proper.



Becky gave Bethany a warning, and



Who did Evan give the address to?



Evan gave her the address.



Sydney invited Vivian over for dinner, and



Note: Stimuli taken from



60



59



b 58



Sentence/Question



2.10



1.10



2.90



No–accent



-0.87



0.38



0.38



Obj–accent



2.00



1.86



3.00



Subj–accent



Anaphor selection likelihood
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4.60



4.60



4.80



No–accent



2.50



2.67



2.33



Obj–accent



3.94



4.43



4.11



Subj–accent



Intonation naturalness
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Appendix B Participant data Table B.1: Anaphor selection likelihood List 1



2



3



Part. P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 P13 P14 P15 P16 P17 P18 P19 P20 P21 P22 P23 P24 P25 P26 P27



No–accent 2.89 1.67 2.11 1.67 2.22 2.33 1.78 1.44 2.67 2.22 0.80 2.50 1.60 2.30 2.00 1.80 0.80 1.60 2.00 0.30 1.80 1.90 0.80 0.80 0.80 1.30 0.90



Parallel Subj–accent -1.60 1.10 -2.70 -0.50 0.00 -2.22 -1.40 1.20 -1.20 -1.50 -1.30 0.00 -0.70 1.00 -1.11 -1.20 -0.40 1.20 0.50 -1.30 0.00 -1.50 -1.40 -1.60 0.60 -0.50 -1.80



Obj–accent 2.82 2.00 2.73 0.55 1.64 1.36 2.09 1.91 2.55 1.91 1.30 3.00 1.30 2.30 2.20 1.80 1.60 1.70 2.20 1.20 1.20 1.90 1.40 1.70 1.80 1.00 1.20



60



No–accent 3.00 1.40 2.50 2.90 2.00 2.40 2.30 2.70 2.40 2.50 2.40 1.80 2.40 1.30 2.40 2.40 2.70 3.00 2.20 2.20 3.00 1.90 1.80 1.60 1.60 1.10 2.90



Result Subj–accent -0.60 2.10 0.50 2.20 0.30 2.40 -0.20 0.70 0.50 1.30 0.10 0.60 2.20 1.20 0.50 1.20 1.20 2.80 1.50 1.30 1.80 1.90 1.90 0.20 0.90 -0.30 1.20



Obj–accent 2.10 2.60 2.70 2.80 2.00 1.80 2.10 2.00 1.90 2.10 2.00 2.40 2.60 1.80 3.00 1.80 2.00 3.00 2.50 2.00 2.50 2.50 1.70 2.50 1.30 -0.10 2.40
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Table B.2: Intonation naturalness Parallel Part. No–accent Subj–accent P01 5 4.4 P02 3.67 3.7 P03 3.78 3.8 P04 3.89 2.8 P05 4.44 2.6 P06 4.94 3 P07 3.22 2.3 P08 4.22 2.7 P09 5 3.5 P10 5 4.6 2 P11 4.3 4.4 P12 3.6 3 P13 5 4.9 P14 4.1 2.8 P15 5 3.11 P16 4.65 2.7 P17 2.6 2.9 P18 4 3.1 P19 4.6 3.3 3 P20 3.2 1.5 P21 n.r. n.r. P22 4 4.4 P23 2.7 2.5 P24 3.6 3 P25 2.9 2.5 P26 n.r. n.r. P27 3.5 2.2 Note: “n.r.” is “no response”. List 1



Obj–accent 4.91 4.09 4.64 3.55 4 4.95 2.82 3.27 4.82 5 4.2 2.9 5 4 5 4.2 3 2.5 4.8 2.8 n.r. 4.1 2.3 3.4 3.33 n.r. 3.4



No–accent 5 3.9 4.9 4.5 4.1 4.9 3.7 4.8 5 5 4.7 4.2 5 4.4 5 4.2 4 4 4.5 3.5 n.r. 3.8 2.8 4.2 3.3 n.r. 3.9



Result Subj–accent 3.5 4.3 3.9 2.9 2.6 3.2 2.3 2.3 3.4 4.3 4.2 3.7 4.9 3.2 2.7 3 2.9 3 3.8 1.9 n.r. 4 2.3 3.4 2.6 n.r. 2.9



Obj–accent 5 4 4.7 3.8 4.2 4.65 4 4.2 4.8 5 3.5 3.5 5 3.6 5 4.1 4 3.4 4.9 2.8 n.r. 4.3 2.4 3.9 3.22 n.r. 3.9
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Appendix C. Materials from the experiment



Pseudonym:____________ Date:__________ (dd/mm/yyyy) In this experiment, you will listen to a sentence, and then have to answer a question about it. So, for example the sentence that you will hear will be something like:



Jane enrolled Melissa in school, and Sarah taught her. Sometimes, one of the words in the sentence will be stressed with intonation like this:



Jane enrolled Melissa in school, and Sarah taught her. You will then hear a tone. Following this tone you will then answer two questions; one about the content of the question, and one about the naturalness of the intonation: Intonation Question Unnatural Natural 1 Who did Sarah teach? Jane 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Melissa 1 2 3 4 5 You will have about 3 seconds to make your response. A few other things: (Please check the box below if you have understood)



o Please answer both questions, even if you think that the sentence you heard is very unnatural. o Please do not over think your response. It is important for the sake of our study that you say what you think your interpretation would be in normal conversation.



o Remember, we’re interested in what you think, and not what you think someone else might think, or what is “grammatical”. Listen carefully and then go with your initial response.



o Pay careful attention to the intonation of the sentence



Make sure to ask any questions you might have after the experiment. Thanks very much for your participation; your contribution is greatly appreciated!



Figure C.1: Instructions for the experiment.
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Experimenter: Ryan Taylor Pseudonym:__________________ Date: ____/_____/____ dd/mm/yy



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39



Question Who did Brianna ridicule? Who did Carolina treat? Who did Jason check? Who was chosen as captain of the hockey team? Who did Kendra demand reasons from? Who did Evan give the address to? Who did Juliana photograph? Who did Jane report? Who did Christine pay? Who did Thomas pour the juice for? Who did Christie bandage? Who failed the poetry assignment? Who did Eva charge with assault? Who was asked to sign a petition? Who did Tiffany trick? Who did Zoe put back to bed? Who did James chastize? Who did Harriet irritate? Who did Caroline bruise? Who did Tyler think was a helpful person? Who did Lisa badger? Who did Courtney tell to act proper? Who did Emma mock? Who did Grace help alert the authorities? Who did Henry Advise? Who did Sara beat at darts? Who did Scott ask for the registration fee? Who did Mariah email? Who did Katherine sit out? Who did Amy serenade? Who did Joanna recognize? Who was ejected from the game? Who did Ryan calm down? Who did Erin Blindfold? Who did Sabrina quiet down? Who did Nowlton discipline? Who did Wesley bump? Who did Stevie make amends with? Who did Savanah pass?



Dallas 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Nathaniel Brandon 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Kenneth Brittany 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Breanna May



3 2 1 0 1 2 3



Intonation Unnatural Natural 1 2 3 45 1 2 3 45 1 2 3 45



Allison



1 2 3 45



Brett Sydney Chase Sabrina Michelle Bryce Jessica Alyssa Olivia Dale Cole Alexandra Alexander Trevor Zachary



3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3



2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2



1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1



0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1



2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2



3 Kyle 3 Vivian 3 Marcus 3 Veronica 3 Brittney 3 Liam 3 Molly 3 Lisa 3 Tamara 3 Noah 3 Matthew 3 Molly 3 John 3 Carlos 3 Luis



1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1



2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2



3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3



4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4



5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5



David Jack Becky Carter



3 3 3 3



2 2 2 2



1 1 1 1



0 0 0 0



1 1 1 1



2 2 2 2



3 Oliver 3 Manfred 3 Bethany 3 Jeffrey



1 1 1 1



2 2 2 2



3 3 3 3



4 4 4 4



5 5 5 5



Jennifer 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Cassandra 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Brennan 3 2 1 0 1 2 3



Alexa Mary Kevin



1 2 3 45 1 2 3 45 1 2 3 45



Bob Lorna Alyssa Seth Lasha Andrew Calvin Samuel Rachel Lauren Austin Amanda Madison



Justin Molly Julie Ronald Marika Jonah Lucas Jeff Kristen Marina Joseph Alisha Shayla



1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1



3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3



2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2



1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1



0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1



2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2



3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3



2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2



3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3



4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4



5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 1 / 2 List 2



Figure C.2: Example from score sheet.
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